In this paper we propose a method to estimate the density matrix ρ of a d-level quantum system by measurements on the N -fold system in the joint state ρ ⊗N . The scheme is based on covariant observables and representation theory of unitary groups and it extends previous results concerning the estimation of the spectrum of ρ. We show that it is consistent (i.e. the original input state ρ is recovered with certainty if N → ∞), analyze its large deviation behavior, and calculate explicitly the corresponding rate function which describes the exponential decrease of error probabilities in the limit N → ∞. Finally we discuss the question whether the proposed scheme provides the fastest possible decay of error probabilities.
Introduction
The density operator ρ of a d-level quantum system (d ∈ N) describes the preparation of the system in all details relevant to statistical experiments, and the task of quantum state estimation is to determine ρ by measurements on a (possibly large) number N of systems, which are all prepared according to ρ. In the limit of infinitely many input systems it is of course possible to get exact estimates. If N remains finite, however, estimation errors are unavoidable. The best what we can get (if N is large enough) is an estimation scheme which produces only small errors or, better to say, which produces large errors only with a small probability.
There are several ways to get "good" estimation schemes. One possibility is to choose an appropriate figure of merit which measures the quality of the estimates (e.g. averaged fidelities with respect to the original density matrix) and to solve the corresponding optimization problem. If we know a priori that the input state ρ is pure (but otherwise unknown) this approach is very successful and leads to optimal estimators, which can be given in closed form for all finite values of N ; cf. e.g. [25, 30, 6, 12, 20, 29, 7] . In the general case, however (i.e. if nothing is known about ρ) the situation is much more difficult. First of all the result depends much more on the figure of merit chosen than in the pure state case, and even if we have found an appropriate quality criteria it is in general very hard to determine the corresponding optimal estimator explicitly for arbitrary N ; some results related to this approach can be found in [36, 16, 2] .
A way out of this dilemma, is to neglect the quality of the estimates for finite N and to look for estimation schemes which guarantee at least that error probabilities vanish "as fast as possible" as N goes to infinity (cf. [23, 25] ; for a collection of recent publications on the subject see also [19] ). There are two approaches which implement this somewhat vague idea in a mathematically exact way. One possibility is to look at variances (rescaled by N ) in the limit N → ∞. This is done in several works (cf. e.g. [18, 17, 31] and in particular the papers reprinted in [19] ) and it leads to quantum analogs of classical CramerRao type bounds. The second idea is to analyze the large deviation behavior of the estimators. To make this more precise let us denote an estimate derived from a measurement on N systems in the joint state ρ ⊗N by σ. Then we can look at the probability P N,ǫ that the trace-norm distance between ρ and σ (or any other appropriate distance measure for states) is at least ǫ, i.e. ρ− σ 1 ≥ ǫ. Since ρ = σ would be the exact estimate this is clearly an error probability. Now we are interested in those cases where P N,ǫ vanishes exponentially fast in N , i.e. P N,ǫ ≈ C exp −N inf ρ−σ ≥ǫ I(σ, ρ) .
(
Here C is an unknown constant which is of no interest for the following and I(ρ, σ) is a positive function which vanishes iff σ = ρ holds. I is called the rate function because it describes the exponential rate with which estimation errors vanishes asymptotically. In classical statistics this analysis was initiated by Bahadur [3, 4, 5] and has become in the mean time a classical topic ("Bahadour efficiency"). About the quantum case, however, much less is known: In [21] the behavior of quantities like inf ρ−σ ≥ǫ I(ρ, σ) in the limit ǫ → 0 is analyzed and related to quantum Fisher information, while in [27] (cf. also [1, 22] for related results) an explicit scheme to estimate the spectrum of ρ is proposed and its rate function is calculated (which is given by the classical relative entropy of the spectra of ρ and σ).
The purpose of the present paper is to extend the results of [27] in two respects. Firstly, we will propose a scheme to estimate the full density matrix which is based on covariant observables [25] and which reduces to [27] if we look only at the spectrum of ρ. And secondly, we will pose the question whether the proposed scheme is "asymptotically optimal", i.e. whether its rate function is bigger than the rate function of any other scheme. There is of course no guarantee that a given set of functions admits a maximal element, but in the classical case it is known that such an "optimal rate function" exists (and is given by the classical relative entropy -this is again a consequence of Bahadur's work [3, 4, 5] ). For quantum systems, however, the situation is -not very surprisingly -much more difficult.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we will give a more formal introduction to the questions we are considering and in 3 we will state our main results. The proofs and a more detailed discussion is then distributed among Section 4 (were we will consider U(d)-covariant estimation schemes) and Section 5 (where upper bounds on rate functions will be discussed).
Basic definitions
In this section we will present some mathematical preliminaries (in particular basic definitions and terminology) concerning quantum state estimation. A short summary of material from the theory of large deviations used throughout this paper can be found in Appendix A.
State estimation
Let us consider the d-dimensional Hilbert space H = C d and the corresponding set S of density operators. The task of quantum state estimation is to determine a state ρ ∈ S by a measurement on an N -fold system, which is prepared in the joint state ρ ⊗N . Mathematically this can be described by a normalized POV measure E N on the state space S with values in the algebra B(H ⊗N ) of (bounded) operators on H ⊗N . More precisely, E N is a (strongly) σ-additive set function
on the Borel σ algebra B(S) of S, and the probability to get an estimate in a Borel set ∆ ⊂ S is given by
Since the number N of systems is arbitrary, we need a whole sequence of observables and we will call each such sequence in the following a full estimation scheme. For a good estimation scheme the quality of the estimates should increase with N , i.e. the error probability should decrease and in the limit of infinitely input systems the estimate should be exact; in other words the sequence of probability measures (µ N,ρ ) N ∈N should converge for each ρ weakly to the point measure concentrated at ρ. Such an estimation scheme is called consistent.
If we are interested not in the whole state but only in some special properties of ρ (e.g. its von Neumann entropy), described by a function S ∋ ρ → p(ρ) ∈ X taking its values in a locally compact, separable metric space X we have to consider more generally POV measures E N : B(X) → B(H ⊗N ) on X instead of S. As before, tr ρ ⊗N E N (∆) is the probability to get an estimate in ∆ ⊂ X. Estimating the spectrum of a density operator is a particular example of this kind. In this case p coincides with
which maps a density operator ρ to its spectrum s(ρ) ∈ Σ, i.e. s j (ρ) = χ j , ρχ j where χ 1 , . . . , χ d denotes an appropriate eigenbasis of ρ. We will call Σ the set of ordered spectra and s the canonical projection onto Σ. Let us summarize the discussion up to now in the following definition. (3) converges for each ρ ∈ Y weakly to a point measure concentrated at p(ρ) ∈ X.
We recover both cases we are mainly interested in if we set X = S and p = Id for the full problem and X = Σ and p = s for spectral estimation.
Large deviations
Consider now, a Borel set ∆ ⊂ X and a state ρ ∈ S such that p(ρ) ∈∆ (the closure of ∆). The quantity µ ρ,N (∆) is then the probability to get a false estimate in ∆. If the scheme is consistent this probability goes to zero. This is, however, a very weak statement because the rate of convergence can be very low. As already pointed out in the introduction, we are therefore interested in schemes, where convergence of error probabilities to zero is exponentially fast ; in other words for each ρ ∈ S the sequence (µ N,ρ ) N ∈N of probability measures from Equation (3) should satisfy the large deviation principle 1 with a rate function I(ρ, · ). This idea leads to the following definition: 
3. The sequence (µ N,ρ ) N ∈N of probability measures (3) satisfies for each ρ ∈ S the large deviation principle with rate function I ρ .
Note that condition 2 guarantees that each scheme which satisfies the LDP is consistent, because the µ N,ρ (∆) converge to 0, if ∆ is a closed set which does no contain p(ρ). Occasionally we will have to refer to the rate function I of an estimation scheme (E N ) N ∈N without using (E N ) N ∈N directly. In this case we will call I an admissible rate function.
Definition 2.3 A function I : S × X → [0, ∞] which is the rate function of pestimation scheme is called p-admissible (or just admissible if p is understood). The set of all p-admissible rate functions is denoted by E(p).
Admissible rate functions are allowed to behave quite discontinuous in their first argument. E.g. an otherwise very bad estimation scheme might provide very fast exponential decay for a particular input state. To avoid such irregular behavior let us introduce the following subset of E(p).
If the map p we want to estimate is covariant with respect to an action U → α U of U(d) on X (i.e. p(U ρU * ) = α U p(ρ) for all U ∈ U(d) and all ρ ∈ S) we can introduce in addition
1 A short summary of definitions and theorems from large deviations theory which are relevant for this paper can be found in Appendix A.
where we call any function I :
holds. Note that the action α U is uniquely defined (if it exists) because the map p is surjective. For full estimation we have α U (σ) = U σU * and for spectral estimation α U is the trivial action, i.e. α U (x) = x. Hence E c (p) is defined in both cases we are interested in. We will see in Proposition 4.1 that the elements of E c (p) are closely related to covariant estimation schemes. Finally note that covariance of I ∈ E c (p) implies, together with lower semi-continuity of I ρ ( · ) = I ρ (ρ, · ), lower semi-continuity of I σ ( · ) = I( · , σ) along the orbits of the U(d) action on S. The general relation between E 0 (p) and E c (p) is, however, not clear (i.e. I ∈ E c (p) can be discontinuous transversal to the orbits). Ideally, we would like to have estimation schemes (E N ) N ∈N which provide the fastest possible exponential decay of error probabilities. Hence, for a given map p : S → X we are mainly interested in the quantities
and
The functions I # p : S × X → [0, ∞] thus defined (following the notation introduced above, we will write I # Id for full and I # s for spectral estimation), are the least upper bounds on the sets E # (p), but they are not necessarily admissible itself. In slight abuse of language we will call them nevertheless the optimal rate functions. If I p can be realized as the rate function of a particular estimation scheme (E N ) N ∈N , we will call (E N ) N ∈N (strongly) asymptotically optimal.
Summary of main results
A particular example for asymptotic optimality arises in classical estimation theory (for finite probability distributions). It is known from Bahadour efficiency [3, 4, 5] that the classical relative entropy is an upper bound for all admissible rate functions; and Sanov's theorem (cf. eg. [11] ) states that this bound can be achieved by the empirical distribution (i.e. relative frequencies in a given sample). The latter provides therefore an asymptotically optimal estimation scheme. For quantum systems the situation is more difficult, and our knowledge is (unfortunately) not yet as complete as for classical estimation. Nevertheless, we have some significant partial results which we want to summarize in this section. The proofs and a more detailed discussion are postponed to Section 4 and 5.
Estimating the spectrum
The most complete result is available for spectral estimation. To state it let us recall the definition of the scheme presented in [27] . It is based on the decomposition of the representation U → U ⊗N of the unitary group U(d) into irreducible components. The latter is given by
where Y d (N ) denotes the set of Young frames with d rows and N boxes
π Y denotes the irreducible representation with highest weight 2 Y , and K Y is a multiplicity space which carries an irreducible representation of the symmetric group on N elements: (12) where Π Y is the irreducible S N representation defined by the Young frame Y . Now we can define a spectral estimation scheme (F N ) N ∈N bŷ
where
In other wordsF N is a discrete measure with normalized Young frames Y /N as possible estimates and the probability to get the outcome Y /N for input systems in the joint state ρ ⊗N is tr(ρ ⊗N P Y ). In [27] it is shown thatF N satisfies the large deviation principle with the classical relative entropy between the probability vectors x ∈ Σ and s(ρ) as the rate function I(ρ, x). As we will see in Subsection 5.2 this is in fact the best what can be achieved.
Theorem 3.1
The spectral estimation scheme (F N ) N ∈N defined in (13) is asymptotically optimal; i.e. it satisfies the LDP with the optimal rate function I s defined in Equation (8) . In addition I s = I 
where s : S → Σ is the canonical projection from Equation (4).
The full density matrix
For the full problem the best scheme (Ê N ) N ∈N we have found so far is defined by the integral (with an arbitrary continuous function f :
where φ Y ∈ H Y is the highest weight vector of the irreducible representation π Y and ρ x denotes for each x ∈ Σ the diagonal density matrix
The main properties of this scheme are: It projects to the spectral estimation schemeF N from Subsection 3.1
it is covariant (more precisely U(d)-covariant)
and it is permutation invariant
MeasuringÊ N can be regarded therefore as a two step process: First measure the observableF N in terms of the instrument T , which is defined by the family of channels (given in the Schrödinger picture):
where tr KY denotes the partial trace over K Y and the P Y are again the projections from (14) . If the estimate for the spectrum we get in this way (with probability tr( 
(where f denotes now a continuous function on S Y ) and this gives us an estimate for the eigenvectors of ρ. In the special case of pure states (i.e. if the first measurement gives Y /N = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0)) the observableÊ Y is given by
where P = s −1 (1, 0, . . . , 0) denotes the set of pure states. This observable is known to optimize for each N global quality criteria like averaged fidelity [25, 30, 20] . Hence we can look atÊ N as a direct generalization of the best known estimation schemes for the spectrum and for pure states. We rediscuss this point of view in greater detail in Section 4.3. The large deviation behavior ofÊ N is described by the following theorem (cf. Section 4.4 for a proof):
The full estimation scheme (Ê N ) N ∈N defined in Equation (16) satisfies the large deviation principle with rate functionÎ :
where x = (x 1 , . . . , x d ) ∈ Σ, x d+1 = 0, ρ x is the density matrix from Equation (17) , U ∈ U(d), and pm j (σ) denotes the principal minor (i.e. the upper left rank j subdeterminant) of the matrix σ.
The best upper bound on the rate function for full estimation schemes we have found so far is derived from quantum hypothesis testing. 
The proof will be given in Section 5.2; cf also [21] . It is easy to check numerically thatÎ(ρ, σ) and S(ρ, σ) do not coincide in general. If we consider in particular the qubit case (d = 2) and express the density operators ρ, σ in Bloch form, i.e.
(where σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 ) are the Pauli matrices and x, y ∈ R 3 with | x|, | y| ≤ 1), we get for the rate function I from Equation (24) 
where θ denotes the angle between x and y and S(σ) is the von Neumann entropy of σ. The relative entropy of σ and ρ becomes [10]
We have plotted both quantities as function of θ for two different values of | x| = | y| in Figure 1 , which shows that I(ρ, σ) is in general strictly smaller than S(ρ, σ).
Optimal rate functions
Hence, for a general input state ρ we only know for sure that the optimal rate functions defined in Equation (8) and (9) have to satisfy (with p = Id for full
This is, however, not as bad as it looks like at a first glance: Since S(ρ, σ) and I(ρ, σ) coincide if ρ and σ commute, we get A second partial result arises if the input state is pure. In Proposition 5.5 we will show I c Id (ρ, σ) =Î(ρ, σ) ∀ρ, σ ∈ S with ρ pure, (31) and in Section 4.3 we will give some heuristic arguments which indicate that I and I c coincide even for general input states. This indicates that (Ê N ) N ∈N is the best scheme as long as we are insisting on some additional regularity conditions of the rate function -in the case at hand this is covariance. It is not clear, however, whether covariance can be replaced by something more general without breaking the equality withÎ. There are at least some hints (cf. Section 5.3) which indicate that Equation (31) (31) already implies I 0 (ρ, σ) ≥ I c (ρ, σ) for pure ρ. Our conjecture here is that equality holds for all ρ and σ.
Another result we can immediately derive from Equation (31) is S ∈ E(Id), i.e. there is no estimation scheme with relative entropy as its rate function. This follows from the fact that S is covariant in sense of Equation (7). Hence S ∈ E(Id) would imply S ∈ E c (Id) in contradiction to Equation (31) and the fact that S(ρ, σ) >Î(ρ, σ) holds for all pure states ρ, σ with ρ = σ and ρσ = 0. On the other hand there is strong evidence that I Id = S holds, i.e. that S is the best upper bound of the set of all admissible rate functions. This would imply that we can find for each pair ρ 0 , σ 0 ∈ S an I ∈ E(Id) such that I(ρ 0 , σ 0 ) = S(ρ 0 , σ 0 ) holds, but I is much smaller than S (most probably even smaller thanÎ) almost everywhere else. In Section 5.3 we will discuss these topics in greater detail. For now, let us summarize all our conjectures in the following Equation
Covariant observables
The aim of this section is to study estimation schemes which are U(d) covariant and permutation invariant, i.e. they do not prefer a special copy of the input state or a particular direction in the Hilbert space H. Among a proof of Theorem 3.2 we will provide several general results, which are useful within the discussion of the questions raised in Section 3.3. Therefore only full estimation schemes are considered in this section (i.e. p = Id), but most of the results in Subsection 4.1 and 4.2 can be generalized quite easily to p-estimation schemes, if p is sufficiently covariant.
Averaging
Let us start with the question whether covariance and permutation invariance are "harmful" for the rate function; i.e. can we hope to exhaust the optimal upper bounds from Equation (8) with schemes admitting these symmetry properties? One possible way to answer this question is to start with a general scheme (E N ) N ∈N and to average over the unitary and the permutation group. For the latter this leads to
and since we have
for each permutation p ∈ S N , we see that the rate function is not changed at all by this procedure. Hence, for the rest of this section we can assume without loss of generality that each scheme is permutation invariant. This leads us to averages over the unitary group, i.e.
which are handled by the following proposition: 
holds for all ρ ∈ S and all continuous functions f on S. Inserting the definition of E N we get
Since E N satisfies the LDP and due to continuity of f Varadhan's Theorem (cf. Theorem A.3 in the appendix) implies
Hence we get for arbitrary ǫ > 0 and sufficiently large N
Integrating over U(d) and taking logarithms leads to
Since ǫ was arbitrary the result follows. 2
This result shows that the elements of E c (Id) are in fact the rate functions of covariant estimation schemes. This is in particular useful because the optimal rate functions I Id and I 0 Id defined in Equation (8) 
Proof. Since I Id and I 0 Id are defined as the upper bounds on E(Id) and E 0 (Id) we have to show that these sets are invariant under the operation I → I U with I U (ρ, σ) = I(U ρU * , U σU * ). Hence consider I ∈ E(Id). Then there is a full estimation scheme (E N ) N ∈N satisfying LDP with rate function I. For each fixed U ∈ U(d) we can define the translated scheme (E
This shows that the large deviation upper bound holds with rate function I U . The lower bound can be shown in the same way. Hence (E U N ) N ∈N satisfies the LDP with rate function I U , and this implies I U ∈ E(Id). Since the operation I → I U respects semi-continuity of I, invariance of E 0 (Id) is trivial and this concludes the proof.
2
In other words, as long as we are looking for an estimation scheme which satisfies the LDP with rate function I 0 Id or if we are trying to prove that I Id is not admissible (cf. the discussion in Sections 3.3 and 5.3) it is sufficient to consider covariant estimation schemes.
After having said this, let us note, however, that averaging over the unitary group is harmful if the rate function is not covariant: This can derived easily from Equation (39) in the proof of Proposition 4.1 which is valid without assuming covariance of I. If the function
is continuous in U (instead of independent) the convergence in (39) is uniform in U (this follows with an ǫ/3 argument, because we have pointwise convergence of continuous functions to a continuous limit on a compact set). This implies (similarly to (41)) that for each ǫ > 0 there is a N ǫ ∈ N (independent of U ) such that
holds for all N ≥ N ǫ . Applying again Varadhan's Theorem we get
with I(ρ, σ) = inf
where we have used in the last equation the definition of J(U, ρ) and interchanged the order of the two infima. Now we get
Hence the best what we can expect is that the averaged scheme satisfies the LDP with rate function I which is in fact the worst covariant rate function which can be derived from a non-covariant one. In other words: If I is not covariant, averaging over U(d) is not a good strategy to generate a covariant estimation scheme. Finally note that the reasoning just sketched can be transformed into a proposition similar to 4.1 if we find a condition on I which guarantees that J(U, ρ) is continuous in U for a sufficiently large class of functions f . This should not be impossible, but it is of no relevance for the following and therefore omitted here.
General structure
Now let us have a look on the general structure of covariant and permutation invariant estimation schemes. Our main tool is the following theorem about covariant observables [25] .
Theorem 4.3 Consider a compact group G which acts transitively on a locally compact, separable metric space
, and a representation π of G on a Hilbert space H. Each POV measure E : B(X) → B(H) which is covariant (i.e. E(α g ∆) = π(g)E(∆)π(g) for all ∆ ∈ B(X) and all g ∈ G) has the form
where x 0 ∈ X is an (arbitrary) reference point, µ is the Haar-measure on G and Q 0 ∈ B(H) a positive operator which is uniquely determined by validity of Equation (52) and the choice of x 0 .
Unfortunately this theorem is not applicable to our case, because the action of U(d) on S is not transitive. A way out of this dilemma is to look at the fibration s : S → Σ defined in Equation (4) 
with a sequence of (non-normalized) POV measures q Y : B(Σ) → B(H Y ), the diagonal matrices ρ x = diag(x 1 , . . . , x d ) from Equation (17) and the unit matrix
Proof. Permutation invariance implies immediately that 
Hence we only have to look at E N,Y for a fixed Y ∈ Y d (N ), Therefore the statement is a consequence of the following lemma.
with an appropriate POV-measure q :
Proof. To each ρ ∈ G we can associate the stabilizer subgroup
, whose structure is uniquely determined by the degeneracy of the eigenvalues of ρ. Hence the set
is finite and for each ρ there is exactly one G ∈ J such that G ρ = U GU * holds with an appropriate unitary U ∈ U(d). We can decompose S therefore into a disjoint union S = G∈J S G of finitely many subsets
and similarly we have Σ = G Σ G with Σ G = s(S G ). By construction each orbit s −1 (x), x ∈ Σ G is naturally homeomorphic to the homogeneous space
Note that the crucial property of Φ G is to intertwine the group actions ρ → U ρU
on S G and X G respectively. The S G are in general neither open nor closed, but they are Borel subsets of S (more precisely differentiable submanifolds with boundary): Since s is continuous, it is obviously sufficient to show that Σ G ∈ B(Σ) holds. But this follows from the fact each Σ G can be expressed as the complement of a Borel set in a finite union of closed sets (this is easy to see but tedious to write down).
S G ∈ B(S) now implies B(S G ) = {∆ ∩ S G | ∆ ∈ B(S)} ⊂ B(S) and we can define the POV measures E G : B(S G ) → B(H Y ), E G (∆) = E(∆). Note that the E G are not normalized and some of them can vanish completely. Since we can reconstruct E from the E G by E(∆) = G E G (∆ ∩ S G ) it is sufficient to prove the statement for each G separately. In addition we can use the homeomorphism Φ G from Equation (59) to identify S G with Σ G × X G and E G with a POVM on B(Σ G × X G ) which is covariant with respect to the group action
This is a direct consequence of the intertwining property of Φ G mentioned above. Now let us consider the Abelian algebras C(X G ) and C(Σ G ) of continuous functions on X G and Σ G . Each h ∈ C(Σ G ) defines a positive linear map by
Positivity and linearity ofẼ G,h imply that it can be expressed as an integral over X G with respect to a POV measure E G,h
(this is a general property of positive maps on Abelian algebras; cf. [33] ). From (61) it follows immediately that E G,h is covariant and we can apply Theorem 4.3, i.e. there is a positive operator Q G (h) such that 
which can again be expressed as an integral
and we get
for each f of the form F (x, y) = k(x)h(y) with k ∈ C(Σ G ), h ∈ C(X G ), and by linearity and continuity for each continuous f on Σ G × X G . Now we can again apply the homeomorphism Φ G to map E G back to a measure on S G . Since Φ G intertwines the action of U(d) on S G and Σ G × X G we get from (66)
Hence the statement of the lemma follows with q(∆)
Together with the decomposition of E from Equation (54) the statement of this lemma concludes the proof of the theorem. 2
An explicit scheme
The class of observables described in Theorem 4.4 is still quite big. To reduce the freedom of choice further we can focus our attention to estimation schemes which coincide with (F N ) N ∈N from Theorem 3.1, as long as only information about the spectrum of ρ is required. In other words E N should satisfy for all
This leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 4.6 Each covariant and permutation invariant estimation scheme (E N ) N ∈N which satisfies Equation (68) can be written as
with a family of operators Q Y ∈ B(H Y ).
Proof. Equation (68) implies immediately that the POV measures q Y from Proposition 4.4 are discreet, i.e.
where δ Z/N denotes the Dirac measure at Z/N ∈ Σ and q Y Z ∈ B(H Y ). Hence
Using the definition ofF N in Equation (13) and again Equation (68) we get
but this implies thatQ Y must be of the formq Y ⊗ 1I with q Y ∈ B(H Y ). Hence (72) implies q ZY = 0 for Y = Z, which proves the corollary. 2
Since the estimation scheme (F N ) N ∈N is asymptotically optimal, condition (68) looks at a first glance very natural. In contrast to permutation invariance and covariance, however, we have no proof that it does not "harm" the rate function. In other words the crucial question is: Given a covariant and permutation invariant estimation scheme (E N ) N ∈N satisfying LDP with rate function I, does there exist a scheme (Ẽ N ) N ∈N which satisfies Equation (68) and the LDP with a rate functionĨ such that I ≤Ĩ holds? A possible strategy towards a proof might be to defineẼ N by Equation (69) with Q Y = Σ q Y (dx) and the POV measure q Y which define E N according to Theorem 4.4. The hard part (which we haven't solved up to now) is of course to show that the rate functioñ I of such a scheme is at least as good as I.
If we accept condition (68) nevertheless, the estimation scheme (Ê N ) N ∈N arises from Corollary 4.6 if we choose
where φ Y denotes the highest weight vector of the irreducible representation π Y . To see (heuristically) why this should be a good choice for the Q Y , consider a nonsingular, diagonal density matrix ρ = e h with h = diag(h 1 , . . . , h d ) and
SinceÊ N projects toF N we know already that we get an exact estimate for the spectrum of ρ in the limit N → ∞. To get a consistent scheme we need operators Q Y such that the quantities 
Proof of Theorem 3.2
Our next task is to prove Theorem 3.2, i.e. we have to show that the estimation schemeÊ N defined in Equation (16) satisfies the LDP with rate functionÎ given in (24) . The first step is to check thatÎ is well defined.
Lemma 4.7 There is a (unique) continuous functionÎ on S × S which satisfieŝ
where we have set x d+1 = 0.Î is positive andÎ(ρ, σ) = 0 implies σ = ρ.
Proof. To prove thatÎ is well defined we have to show that
. This is equivalent to [U, ρ x ] = 0 ⇒ I 1 (ρ, U, x) = I 1 (ρ, 1I, x). To exploit the relation [U, ρ x ] = 0 let us introduce k ≤ d integers 1 = j 0 < j 1 < · · · < j k = d + 1 such that x jα > x jα+1 and x j = x jα > 0 holds for j α ≤ j < j α+1 and α < k. Then we have
On the other hand [U, ρ x ] = 0 implies that U is block diagonal
Hence we have pm jα (U * ρU ) = pm jα (ρ) for all such U and all α. Together with Equation (77) this shows thatÎ is well defined.
To prove positivity ofÎ let us rewrite I 1 as
with pm 0 (U * ρU ) = 0. This can always be done (possibly with a truncated sum if ρ is degenerate) as long as −I 1 (ρ, U, x) is finite. If it is infinite it only can be become +∞ (since the arguments of the logarithms in (76) can become zero but not +∞ or negative). Now consider a fixed x ∈ Σ. To get a lower bound on −I 1 (ρ, U, x) we have to choose U such that the − ln terms in (79) are given in increasing order; i.e. the reverse ordering of the x j . This implies in particular that − ln pm 1 (U * ρU ) should be as small as possible, in other words pm 1 (U * ρU ) should be as big as possible. This is achieved if pm 1 (U * ρU ) coincides with the biggest eigenvalue λ 1 of ρ. In this case the basis vector e 1 has to be the eigenvector of U * ρU which corresponds to λ 1 . This shows that the biggest possible value of pm 2 (U * ρU ) is λ 1 λ 2 , where λ 2 is the second biggest eigenvalue of ρ. Again, this implies that e 2 is the corresponding eigenvector of U * ρU . In this way we can proceed to see that −I 1 (ρ, U, x) is minimized if pm j (U * ρU ) = λ 1 λ 2 · · · λ j , where λ j , j = 1, . . . , d are the eigenvalues of ρ in decreasing order. Hence we get
and equality holds iff ρ and σ = U ρ x U * are simultaneously diagonalizable. Since the left hand side of this inequality is a relative entropy of classical probability distributions, we see that I is positive and I(σ) = 0 holds iff σ = ρ.
Now let us show that (Ê N ) N ∈N satisfies the LDP with rate functionÎ. As in the proof of Proposition 4.1 we will do this by proving the equivalent statement that (Ê N ) N ∈N satisfies the Laplace principle with the same rate function, i.e.
should hold for all continuous functions f on S. If we insert the definition of E N , the integral on the left hand side becomes
where 1I Y denotes the unit operator on K Y . Now assume that ρ is non-degenerate (i.e. ρ ∈ GL(d, C)) then we can rewrite the density in this integral to
where we have used in the second equation that 
where we have set Y d+1 = 0. The right hand side of this equation makes sense even if the exponents are not integer valued. We can rewrite therefore Equation (82) with the probability measure
to get
is the function from Equation (76). Now we need the following Lemma Lemma 4.8 The probability measures ν N defined in Equation (87) satisfy the large deviation principle with rate function
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 with ρ =
I
d (cf. also [13] ). 2
Obviously the product measure ν N (dx) × dU satisfies the LDP with the same rate function. Moreover, the function in the argument of the exponential in Equation (90) is continuous in x and U . Hence we can apply Varadhan's theorem to Equation (90) and get
= inf
which proves Theorem 3.2 for non-degenerate density matrices. Now assume that ρ is degenerate and has rank r < d. By continuity in ρ Equations (85) and (86) imply that
holds as in the non-degenerate case. The only difference is that the right hand side can vanish now, and it vanishes in particular for all Y with Y k > 0 for k > r (because all minors with k > r vanish for any U ). Instead of (89) we therefore get
Note that the difference between ν N and ν N,r is just the summation over all Young frames with r rows instead of d rows. The right hand side of Equation (96) can still vanish because the unitary matrix U is a d × d matrix. Hence we can exclude
from the domain of integration without changing the value of the integral in (97). Hence we get
is open in Σ r × U(d) and I 1 is continuous on it.
Hence we can apply Varadhan's Theorem and proceed as in the non-degenerate case.
Upper bounds
In this section we will provide a detailed discussion of general upper bounds on admissible rate functions. This includes in particular the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3.
Hypothesis testing
Let us start with a very brief review of some material from quantum hypothesis testing (for a detailed discussion cf. [23, 25, 19] ), because it can be used to derive related results for estimation schemes. As in state estimation the task of hypothesis testing is to determine a state from measurements on N systems. In hypothesis testing, however, we know a priori that only a finite number of different states can occur. For our purposes it is sufficient to distinguish only between two states ρ 0 , ρ 1 ∈ S. This can be done by an observable of the Nfold system with values in the set {0, 1}, where we conclude from the outcome j ∈ {0, 1} that the initial preparation was done according to ρ j . Mathematically such an observable is given by a positive operator A N ∈ B(H ⊗N ) with A N ≤ 1I and tr(ρ ⊗N j A N ) is the probability to get the result 0 during a measurement on N systems in the joint state ρ ⊗N j . Hence the two quantities
are error probabilities. More precisely α N (A N ) is the probability to detect ρ 1 although the initial preparation was given by ρ ⊗N 0 (error of the first kind) and β N (A N ) is the probability for the converse situation (error of the second kind). Ideally we would like to have a test which minimizes α N and β N . This is however impossible because we can always reduce one quantity at the expense of the other. A possible solution of this problem is to make β N (A N ) as small as possible under the constraint that α N (A N ) remains bounded by some ǫ > 0. The corresponding minimal (second kind) error probability is therefore
Stein's Lemma describes the behavior of β * N (ǫ) in the limit N → ∞; the quantum version is shown in [24, 32] . 
holds.
State estimation
Let us consider now a (full) estimation scheme (E N ) N ∈N . One possibility to distinguish between two states ρ and σ is to choose a neighborhood ∆ ∈ B(S) of σ with ρ ∈ ∆ and to use the tests A N = E N (∆). If (E N ) N ∈N is consistent, the corresponding first kind error probability α N (A N ) vanishes in the limit N → ∞ and we can apply Stein's Lemma to get a bound on β N (A N ) = tr ρ N ⊗N E N (∆) . Exploiting this idea more carefully leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2 Consider a continuous map p : S → X onto a locally compact, separable metric space X. The optimal rate function I p defined in Equation (8) satisfies the inequality
where S denotes the quantum relative entropy.
Proof. For each pair ρ 0 , ρ 1 of density operators with p(ρ 0 ) = p(ρ 1 ) we can find a sequence of tests (
holds for all N > N ǫ . Hence Stein's Lemma implies lim sup
Now assume that the rate function I satisfies I(ρ 1 , x 0 ) > S(ρ 1 , ρ 0 ) for some ρ 0 , ρ 1 with p(ρ 0 ) = x 0 and p(ρ 1 ) = x 0 . Since I(ρ 1 , · ) is lower semi-continuous we find a closed neighborhood ∆ of x 0 such that
holds for an appropriate δ > 0. Hence the large deviation upper bound (160) implies lim sup
lim inf
in contradiction to Equation (107). Hence I(ρ 1 , x 0 ) ≤ S(ρ 0 , ρ 1 ) for all ρ 0 with p(ρ 0 ) = x 0 , which concludes the proof. 2
Proof of Theorem 3.3. If we apply this theorem to full estimation schemes (i.e. X = S and p = Id) we get I(ρ, σ) ≤ S(ρ, σ) ∀ρ, σ ∈ S and Theorem 3.3 follows as a simple corollary. 2
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For a spectral estimation schemes with rate function I Theorem 5.2 implies that I(ρ, x) ≤ inf s(σ)=x S(ρ, σ) holds. But the infimum on the right hand side is achieved if σ and ρ commute and the eigenvalues in a joint eigenbasis are given in the same order. In this case we have
where s(σ) = x = (x 1 , . . . , x d ) and s(ρ) = r = (r 1 , . . . , r d ) denote the ordered spectra of σ and ρ and S(r, x) is the classical relative entropy of the probability vectors r and x. Hence for spectral estimation the upper bound (105) becomes
But from [27] we know already that the scheme (F N ) N ∈N defined in (13) saturates this bound; hence (F N ) N ∈N is asymptotically optimal as stated in Theorem 3.
2
If we are looking in particular at full estimation, the method used in the proof of Theorem 5.2 can be improved significantly. The following lemma, which expresses the rate function explicitly as a limit over a sequence of operators, is of great use in the next subsection. 
Proof. For each k ∈ N consider the set
which obviously has the symmetry property (115). Since the scheme (E N ) N ∈N is consistent (since (E N ) N ∈N satisfies the LDP this follows directly from Definition 2.2) we have for each
by combining the large deviation upper and lower bounds. Hence for each k ∈ N there is an N ′′ K ∈ N with 
For each N ≥ N k we therefore have an integer l ≥ k with N l ≤ N < N l+1 and
and this implies Equation (113). Similarly we have N ≥ N l ≥ N ′′ l and therefore with (119)
Now note that the sequence (∆ N ) N ∈N forms a neighborhood base at σ ∈ S, more precisely
Lower semi-continuity of I ρ ( · ) = I(ρ, · ) implies in addition that
is for each k ∈ N an open neighborhood of σ. Hence we have a M k ∈ N such that M ≥ M k implies ∆ M ⊂ U k and therefore
Now assume that N ≥ max{N k , M k } then we get with Equation (122)
and this implies Equation (114), which concludes the proof. 2
Pure states
The main purpose of this section is to provide a proof of Equation (31), where we have claimed thatÎ and I c Id coincide for pure input states. This is basically quite simple. We will take, however, a small detour which allows us to have a closer look beyond the covariant case (Subsection 5.4).
Let us consider first a pure state ρ and a mixed state σ. From Equation (24) Hence only the case where ρ and σ are both pure needs to be discussed. For the rest of this section we will assume (unless something different is explicitly stated) therefore that ρ = |φ φ|, σ = |ψ ψ| with φ, ψ ∈ H, φ = ψ = 1 (128) holds. The rate functionÎ then has the following simple structure:
Now we need the following lemma which shows that we can assume without loss of generality that the operators E N (∆ N ) from Lemma 5.3 are rank one projectors.
Lemma 5.4
Consider an admissible rate function I ∈ E(Id) and two pure states ρ = |φ φ|, σ = |ψ ψ|. There is a sequence (Ψ N ) N ∈N of normalized vectors
and lim
Proof. Consider a full estimation scheme (E N ) N ∈N satisfying the LDP with rate function I and the sequence (∆ N ) N ∈N of Borel sets ∆ N ⊂ S from Lemma 5.3. Since only the overlap of E N (∆ N ) with φ ⊗N and ψ ⊗N are of interest, we can assume without loss of generality that E N (∆ N ) is supported by the symmetric tensor product H ⊗N + . Now choose a 0 < λ < 1 and denote the spectral projector of E N (∆ N ) belonging to the interval [1 − λ, 1] by P N,λ . Obviously we have due to
Equation (113) therefore implies
Hence for each 0 < δ < 1 there is an N δ ∈ N such that
holds for all N ≥ N δ . Now we define for N with P N,λ ψ ⊗N = 0 (which is due to Equation (135) true if N is large enough)
and Ψ N arbitrary for all other N . Equation (135) implies immediately (131). The bound (130) follows from
which in turn implies
where we have used in the last equation that P N,λ Ψ N = Ψ N and therefore P N,λ ≥ |Ψ N Ψ N | holds if N is large enough. Now assume that I is covariant. This implies according to Proposition 4.1 that we can choose (E N ) N ∈N to be covariant as well and we get according to Equation (115)
Since P N,λ is a spectral projector of E N (∆ N ) we get U ⊗N P N,λ U ⊗N * for the same set of U and since σ = |ψ ψ| this implies
for all U with U ψ = ψ and all Ψ N from Equation (136). It is easy to see that 
Proof. SinceÎ is covariant we have I c Id (ρ, σ) ≥Î(ρ, σ) for all ρ, σ ∈ S. If ρ is pure and σ is mixed we haveÎ(ρ, σ) = ∞ and therefore I c (ρ, σ) =Î(ρ, σ) in this case. If both states are pure we get from Lemma
which concludes the proof. 2
Together with the arguments Section 4.3 this result supports our conjecture from Section 3.3 that I c Id andÎ coincide also for mixed input states
Beyond covariance
If we look at Equation (131) and compare it with the reasoning in the last proof we might think that covariance is not really needed here, because Ψ N converges to ψ ⊗N in the limit N → ∞ even without further assumptions on I. This impression, however, is wrong, because the vectors ψ ⊗N and φ ⊗N become more and more orthogonal as N increases and therefore the part of Ψ N which is orthogonal to ψ ⊗N can play a crucial role (although it vanishes in the limit N → ∞). The relation of the optimal rate functions I Id and I 0 Id toÎ and relative entropy S needs therefore more discussion. Although we are not yet able to give complete results we will collect in the following some (informal) arguments which supports the two conjectures I Id = S and I 0 Id =Î from the end of Section 3.3.
As in the last section we will consider only pure states, i.e. we will evaluate a rate function I(ρ, σ) only for ρ = |φ φ| and σ = |ψ ψ|. In addition we will assume that H is two-dimensional (this can be done without loss of generality, because we just have to replace H with the subspace generated by ψ and φ). Hence we can set ψ = |0 and φ = φ p,α = √ p|0 + e 
and φ ⊗N becomes
Let us consider the conjecture I Id = S first. In the case of pure states this would imply that we can find for each pair of pure states σ = ρ 0 an admissible rate function I with I(ρ 0 , σ) = ∞. A possible way to prove this could consist of two steps:
• Step 2. Find a full estimation scheme (E N ) N ∈N and a sequence (∆ N ) N ∈N of Borel sets ∆ N ⊂ S shrinking to σ such that E N (∆ N ) = A N holds for all N ∈ N.
To implement the second step we would need a converse of Lemma 5.3, and such a result is (unfortunately) not yet available. The problem here is not to construct some POV measures with E N (∆ N ) = A N , but to construct them such that the resulting scheme satisfies the LDP (which includes in particular consistency). It seems, however, that this is more a technical then a fundamental problem. The first step is much easier to perform 6 . Assume that ρ 0 = |φ q,β φ q,β | holds with φ q,β from (146). Then we set A N = |Ψ N Ψ N | and define Ψ N according to (148) by
with the normalization which implies Equations (150). On the other hand we get I σ (ρ) = − ln tr(ρσ) for each pure ρ = ρ 0 and therefore Equation (151) holds as well. Hence there is strong evidence behind the conjecture I Id = S from Section 3.3 (at least for pure input states).
The method used in the last paragraph can be easily generalized to construct a sequence of operators (A N ) N ∈N such that the function I σ from (151) becomes infinite at finitely many points or even on a countable dense subset of the space P of pure states. This is, however, not sufficient to disprove the conjecture I 0 Id =Î, because in this case we would need (A N ) N ∈N such that I σ becomes lower semi-continuous. I σ (ρ 0 ) > − ln tr(ρ 0 σ) for one state ρ 0 implies for such an I σ that I σ (ρ) > − ln(ρσ) holds for all ρ in a whole neighborhood of ρ 0 in P. We will show in the following why it is (at least) very difficult to find a sequence (A N ) N ∈N with this special property.
To this end consider A N = |Ψ N Ψ N | with Ψ N from Lemma 5.4 and a fixed 0 < p < 1 such that
holds for all α with −π < α − < α < α + < π for some bounds α − , α + . To rewrite this in a more convenient way let us identify the interval (−π, π] with the unit circle S 1 and consider the sequence (F N ) N∈N , F N ∈ L 2 (S 1 ) with
In the orthonormal basis (e k ) k∈Z , e k ∈ L 2 (S 1 ), e k (α) = (2π) −1/2 exp(ikα) these vectors becomeF
hence all F N are elements of the positive frequency subspace
In addition we can conclude immediately from Equation (131) and |0, N = ψ ⊗N the inequality
Hence to get (155) the functions F N have to converge pointwise and exponentially fast to 0 on the interval (α − , α + ). Since all F N are continuous the convergence is even uniform on every compact subinterval. To find such a sequence is difficult due to the following lemma.
Lemma 5.6 A function F ∈ H 2 (S 1 ) which vanishes on a non-empty subinterval (α − , α + ) of S 1 vanishes completely.
The proof of this lemma uses the fact that each smooth element of H 2 (S 1 ) is the boundary value of an analytic function on the unit disc (cf. [37] for details). For us it shows that the F N can not vanish on (α − , α + ) because F N = 1 by construction. It is even impossible that the sequence (F N ) N ∈N converges (in norm) to a function F ∈ L 2 (S 1 ), because this F would satisfy again F = 1, F ∈ H 2 (S 1 ) and F (α) = 0 for all α ∈ (α − , α + ). The only way out is to find a sequence which does not converge for all α. Such a series can be constructed if we allow infinitely fast oscillations in the limit N → ∞ (start with a sequence which converges in L 2 (S 1 ) and shift its elements to the positive frequency space). However, even then there are two additional requirements: 1. The vectors Ψ N (and therefore the coefficients f N,k ) have to satisfy the constraints Ψ N = 1 and lim N →∞ |f N,0 | = 1 and 2. lim N →∞ F N (α) = 0 must hold not only for all α ∈ (α − , α + ), but also for all p ∈ (p − , p + ) for some 0 < p − < p + < 1. We have not yet succeeded to construct a sequence (Ψ N ) N ∈N which satisfies all these condition, but what we can say already at this point is the following: If there is a rate function I ∈ E 0 (Id) with I(ρ, σ) >Î(ρ, σ) for some ρ, σ, then the corresponding estimation scheme must develop very irregular behavior with respect to relative phases and this indicates that a more detailed analysis of phase estimation might solve our problem.
A Some material from large deviations theory
The purpose of this appendix is to collect some material about large deviation theory which is used throughout this paper. For a more detailed presentation we refer the reader to monographs like [15, 14, 11] . 
The most relevant consequence of this definition is the following theorem of Varadhan [35] , which describes the behavior of some expectation values in the limit N → ∞: 
Varadhan's theorem has a converse: If we know that a sequence of measures µ N satisfies Equation (162) for all bounded continuous functions (and f N = f ) it can be shown that the µ N satisfy the large deviation principle as well. Following [14] we define: 
for all bounded continuous functions f : E → R.
Now assume that the sequence (µ N ) N ∈N is exponentially tight, i.e. it satisfies the condition ∀M < ∞ ∃K M ⊂ X compact : lim sup
then the large deviation principle and the Laplace principle are equivalent (cf. [8] and [14] ). In all cases where we apply this theorem exponential tightness is trivially satisfied, because the state space S and the space Σ of ordered spectra are both compact (hence we can always choose K M = X in (164)).
